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Clinton eschews scandal; espouses Social Security
by scandal,
WASHINGTON (AP) Shaken
President Clinton sought to reassert his leadership in a crucial State of the Union address
Tuesday night, urging Congress to "save Social
Security first" before cutting taxes or increasing
spending.
With the end of big budget deficits, Clinton said
"every penny of any surplus" should be devoted to
shoring up Social Security, which faces bankruptcy next century as baby boomers retire.
Republicans are eyeing the surpluses for tax cuts.
Replying to Clinton, Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott said the best thing Washington can do

D

is "cut the tax burdens on the American family."
In an expectant atmosphere, Clinton faced probably the largest television audience of his life with
his speech before a joint session of Congress. Aides
said he would not address allegations that he had
sex with a young intern, Monica Lewinsky, and
urged her to lie about it.
Democrats applauded Clinton warmly when he
strode into the chamber. Stoney-faced, most
Republicans applauded as well and gave the president a respectful hearing.
Hillary Rodham Clinton had a front-row seat,
beaming and applauding. Earlier in the day she
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It Will no longer be

a pas.sive experience.

It will be an interactive one.
By J erendah Oslum
Staff Writer

Bal

vigorously defended her husband against "right
wing opponents" she said were out to destroy him.
Amid fresh tensions with Iraq, Clinton issued a
veiled threat of force: "You cannot defy the will of
the world. You have used weapons of mass destruction before. We are determined to deny you the
capacity to use them again."
In a subtle reference to Clinton’s personal troubles, Lott said the Congress would back the president against Iraq "despite any current controver-

lowest unemployment and inflation in decades. He
urged Congress to raise the minimum wage now
but did not specify how much.
$5.15 an hour
"We can afford to take one simple, sensible step to
help mOlions of workers struggling to provide for
their families."
Social Security faces bankruptcy next century
under a tidal wave of payoffs for the baby boom
generation. On this politically charged issue,
Clinton challenged Congress to join in a bipartisan
search for a fix. With the prospect of the first bal-

In his annual report to the nation, Clinton said
America is enjoying good times enhanced by the

See Clinton, page 5

Obesity
debate
continues

Technological icon
Bill Gates opens
ly himself up to
questions at the
SJSU Event Center

his competitors and the government was
also voiced in regard to the lawsuit.
"There’s no doubt that the DOJ
(Department of Justice) dispute would
not have happened if they (competitors)
thought that they could beat us in the
market," Gates said.
Beyond the talk of the lawsuit, much
of the conversation centered around different technologies and the business

By Jeremiah shim
staff Writer

of
tactics
practices
and
Microsoft, including a possible
union with TCI and other major
cable companies to bring
Internet access through television.
"The TV set will change," Gates said.
"It will no longer be a passive experience. It will be an interactive one."
The Spartan Daily submitted several
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Bill Gates, Microsoft Corp. chairman
and the richest man in America, accordthe
California
to
questions
pertaining
ing to the Forbes 400 list, was interEducation Technology Initiative, none of
Gurley
Bill
moderator
by
viewed
which were answered in the question
Tuesday night at the Student Union
and answer session.
Events Center.
Gates attempted to quell any potenSan Jose State University stutial fears that people may have
on
dents were invited to listen in
about the possibility of high
the question and answer session,
technology jobs moving overwhere Gates fielded questions
seas. He pointed to top quality
ranging from what he plans to do
developers and the need to get
with his personal life during the
the product out quickly as the
next 10 years to what he looks for
major reason that top jobs will
in a company he hopes to acquire.
stay in the Silicon Valley.
Many students lined up before
"There will continue to be a
the doors had opened in anticipashortage of great developers,"
tion of hearing Gates speak.
Gates said, possibly implying
"Hopefully he talks about the
that development may be a
jobs of the future," junior accountsmart career choice.
ing and management information
The ability to do hands-on
systems major Raffi Vartkessiam
work, belief in communication,
said before the session. "I’m hopenthusiasm and being able to
ing to find out what he expects
work with other smart people.
and maybe what field to go into."
were the main attributes that
First on the agenda was the
Gates said he is looking for in
ongoing Department of Justice
managers.
lawsuit against Microsoft. The
Students liaind the session
lawsuit revolves around the cominteresting, but unspecific.
plicated issue of Microsoft’s
"Ile talked in pretty general
requiring its distributors to
terms," senior business major
include Microsoft’s web browser,
Dag Andargatchew said. "hut
Internet Explorer, in its operating
thought that it was cool."
systems package. The Department
Other students were hoping
of Justice has called this is a
that he might reveal SOMP if
restraint of trade.
the upccoming technologies
"This lawsuit is not about
"I wanted to know about
choice," Gates said. "Washington is
( Personal Upper Right: CEO of Microsoft Bill Gates answered questions from moderator Bill Gurley during his Windows 98: member of the.
PC
treating theComputer) industry like it’s a bad Tuesday visit at San Jose State University. Above: Students watched as Gates fielded questions ranging Techncilogy Museum Brad
Block said.
thing. They intend to cripple us."
Some distaste for the tactics of from government pressure to his business in the Bay Area.

Department of Justice bites big; recent troubles dog Gates
Monday
The CalifOrnia State Senate declared that
CETI is illegal. CETI is a corporate-led initiative including Microsoft that would build a computer network fbr
CSU’s 22 campuses.

November -- ’onsuiner advocate Ralph N:ider held a two-day conference
dedicated to discussing how Microsoft
minatos (limn for consumers.
Nader argued that (;ates and Microsoft were trying to control the architecture for the intimmition superhighway.

Jan. 12 Microsoft
apologized to both the judge and the
Department of Justice for the perceived arrogance to head
off expected contempt charges.

Microsystems filed an injunction to bar Microsoft from
November Sun
using the Java log).

December U.S. District Court
Judge Thomas Penfield
ordered Microsoft to "cease and desist" fin-ring PC makers to
install the company’s Internet Explorer web browser.
Because of perceived arrogance by the company’s lawyers
in court, the judge weighed a contempt of court charge.
A to,

October
The Department of Justice tiled i complaint claiming that
Microsoft has broken a (1
decret, from 1995, beginning the investigation by the department into NI !meson’s ;0 l cod ant i -compel it (ye practi (Vs.
Summer 1997 A class-action lawsuit was tiled against Microsoft by MOO
temporary workers who claimed they should be eligible for the same benefits as regular Microsoft (mployees
Sh. ii
.,,,,pard iii
.Siis,iii

A mother whose 680-pound
daughter died of congestive
heart failure in 1996 was
acquitted of felony child abuse
Jan. 9,
Marlene Corrigan was convicted of a lesser charge, misdemeanor child abuse. Corrigan
could get up to a year behind
bars at sentencing Feb. 27.
Seth Ammerman, assistant
clinical physician at Stanford
ITniversity School of Medicine,
thinks she could have been
found guilty of the felony
charges.
"Any mother would know
that this was a problem and
should seek help," Ammerman
said. "The mother probably
dropped the ball, along with the
health care services."
When
Judge
Richard
Arnason issued the verdict after
a five-day non -jury trial.
Corrigan showed little emotion,
then slipped out a side door
without comment.
Defense attorney Michael
Cardoza said she would probably get probation and community service
Corrigan said that the family
had taken care of her daughter,
Christina. the best they could.
Thu casi. has drawn attention to itiisity and what some.
activists consider prejudice
against overweight people. They
quest pined whether Corrigan
we add have- been charged had
her daughter weighed less.
"Anorexia is in a ditterent
category.- Ammerman said
-Most cases of iii’ ’rind anorexia
happen itter many years and
ic-uk in olulthisid. If a child
hail died. I’m sure the parents
would have received similar
t reat ment ."
Pn (secu tor Brian I laynes
said he. is ma claiming that raising a fat child is a crime lie
said Corrigan WaS charged
because of the condition of
Christina’s hi if’, in particular
her bedsores.
Nike reported fielding the.
girl lying nude on the living
floor, her body scarred with bedsores and feces trappiqi in the
fields of her flesh
AP wire eeentrthateel to this
report.

Religious groups heed Caret’s call to address differences
ByJon Pere,
Matt Writer

Terrorists. Closed -minded. Troublemakers.
These are some. of the misconceptions that Sikh Student
Association member Hindi Gill wants to address at an upcoming
forum titled "Inter-religious Cooperation: Obstacle’s and
Opportunities at San Jose State University."
"Sikhs have. been given such a had name, in the. press," Gill said.
"We want people, to know that we are a positive. and peaceful people."
The forum, which is co-sponsored by the. National Conference of
Christians and Jews, Institute for Social Responsibility and SJS11’s
Comparative. Religious Studies Program, is being held in response to

a request from S.ISI President Robert Caret to address religiolis
diversity on campus
Along with iiddressing common misconceptions. the forum will
also attempt to solve problems faced by society, according to forum
organizer and coordinator fOr the Comparative Religious Studies
Program ( ’Iris Jochem
"It has been proven that when people of different faiths work on
concrete problems, they get along," ilisium said.
keynote spe.iker will he Mark eluergensmoye’r. directiir iii
global and international studies at the llniversity ot California at
Santa Barbara, who will focus on ignorance of religious diversity,
according to elochim
Some mit t topics addressed will be interfaith lovers and families.
envin mmentalism and WI mwn. gender and religion.
"We. don’t always get the spiritual aspect of issues, and I think

The.

that this Mrum will provide IC Baha’i Faith member Jim Andrews
said.
These topics will he assigned to a gremp of different club members,
who will then try to tackle the issue and report their possible solo( ions to a follow-up forum in Mar -h 18.
"This could he a model of what could happen, and what can happen in the world," Jes him said.
Even though ideals of showing respect, avoiding the converting of
ideas and engaging in personal attacks and strong criticism are to he
adhered to, Event Coordinator Todd Perreira advocate’s the- idea of
agreeing to disagree.
"Be’ forward to any biases you have. so people know where you
are coming from," Perreira said.
See Diversity, page .5
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Should the U.S. Supreme
Court’s decision in the
1973 Roe vs. Wade case
be reversed?
Law should remain to
keep women free

High court’s decision
oversteps legal bounds

all die. Sometimes
W.we know when the
reaper will
grim
knock and other times we are
taken by surprise. In life,
death is always guaranteed.
Congress
Sometimes,
declares war and we kill other
humans in the name of
national survival.
Sometimes, a sick cancer
patient cannot bear the pain
any longer, and a family puts
her to rest forever so she will
never have to feel the pain
again.
Sometimes, a woman gets
pregnant and doesn’t want what’s growing inside and a
doctor removes the fetus so the mother doesn’t punish
an innocent victim of a sperm -fertilized egg. This is a
private issue concerning the woman, her conscience and
possibly her doctor.
But now, 25 years after the Supreme Court decided it
was a constitutional right to abort a pregnancy if the
woman wished, the freedom to decide is facing its own
potential death sentence.
What is a private affliir may become a public obligation upon the woman to bear the child because the law
says so.
This idea would take us backward to thee times of
slavery.
Will the Justices name the child, too, as when the
slave child was forced to take on its master’s name?
At a time when national health care remains a fanciful ideal and birth control continues to be an ill -afforded
remedy by the uninsured, legislation to outlaw abortion
seems ludicrous.
From Bombay to Africa, over-burdened women are
fighting to get a life. Birth control is outlawed and abortions are conducted in littered alleys. Poor women in
developing countries suffocate under oppressed conditions where. they are forced tee undergo another pregnancy.
Religious and cultural factors continue tee justify the
women’s handcuffs to poverty. Millions of unwanted
children will be born int() a world that could otherwise
care less.
Yet, in the U.S., proposed legislation threatens to do
the same thing to its citizens.
A woman must give birth, then feed, clothe and educate her child when she has no supporting spouse or
partner.
Where is the law when she falls short on funds? In
California, welfare is slowly becoming a thing of the
past. Juvenile halls overflow with delinquent children
whom parents have failed.
If life is so precious, then outlaw war. Outlaw capital
punishment. Outlaw pollution.
Or, better yet, let California put its money where it
counts the living children.
Freedom for women to decide is human. No choice is
slavery.

1973 l’S. Supreme
decision in Roe vs
NVade was a mistake. and
sh; 111e1 be overturned
’Fills vaiuld not imike abort ion universally illegal, it
waild simply allow tor the
populations of individual
states to decide fcir themselves
lio,. abortion is treated.
Roe vs Wade was decided
by a 7-2 margin in favor of
Roe. a wi ’Man whom the. state,
I flu
would not allow to
have an abortion. The Court
ruled that no state can make. a
LiW which does not allow a
\-.oimen to have an abort ion in the first tri-mester of her
pregnancy. Most states. including Texas., did allow abortions to be. purl roil in cases where the. mother’s life
was at risk.
This case is a perfect example of how the. Supreme
Court repeatedly overstepp.d its bounds in its interpretation of the’ Constitution.
In this case. the Supre.me Court interpreted the. right
to privacy, which is not actually written into, but implied
in the 1st. 2nd, 3rd. 4th. 5th. ;end 9th Amendments, as
meaning the right tier a woman to choose for herself
The
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Many have. disagreed with this interpretation, including
most of the current justice’s
Both Justice William Rehnquist and Justice Ebel-on
White, who were the two diSSenting opiniems in the case.,
had doubts about the Supreme Court’s decision.
"I have. difficulty concluding. as the Court does. that
the right cut privacy is involved in this case:. Rehnquist
said in his opinion
nthvr p,,Ints wire iillvStititlid by the two Ju...1i,,,,
including the interpretation of the law as opposed to its
original meaning. White. openly questioned the court
about taking the right to make hews away from the peoph
Th.. Isslii. here’ is not if abortion is right or wrong,
rather if the decision that made it a constitutional right
vs ;is a legal decision
The framer- of the 1 ’,institution did not intend to protect abortion ;is a hindamental right when they were
writing the Bill of’ Rights For the Supreme Court to
come. up with this interpretation is questionable. at best
By allowing the Supremi Court to have these. broad
interpretations of virtually any amendment. we. ()pen
the door for many other broad interpretations :owl jeopardize the. balance of power upon which our government
is built.
There is a common misconception that Roe vs Wade.
made abortion legal What tlie decision did was make
iibortion a constitutional right without going through
the. amendment process Even the three current 11i -tic’s
who refuse’ to overturn the decision admit that it wes

wrong. hut cite precedence as their reasoning to uphold
the decision
Overturning Roe vs Wade would not automatically
make abortion illegal in every state, and for many
WOMPI1

abortion would still be an ,fit ion.

Cindy Scarberry is a Spartan Daily staff writer,

()shun Is (I Spur/an Dully sluff writer

Ta 1 ing Heal s

11’111,11 doe,, lily begin ? IN I here a point during prewar y all et- which an abort ion shottld not l’e allowed?
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"I think three months into
the pregnancy when the
fetus starts developing.
After that, I think it’s ridiculous for the mother to have
an abortion."

"(A baby) isn’t alive until
after birth. This gives the
mother and the father time
to think over having a
baby’:

"I believe in the sanctity
of life and divine providence, so I don’t believe in
abortion."

Metra Adams
Junior
Public Relations

Chris Jose
Junior
Art and Design

Jamison Stockhause
Senior
History

"I think life begins when
the baby can survive outside the womb. I wouldn’t

"(Life) starts at conception because that’s when
the baby is coming togeth-

"I guess it’s alive when it
starts feelingn pain and can

agree with third trimester
abortions."

er. I’m totally pro -choice
and I think a woman should
do what she wants to her
body."

Kara Dworak
Instructor
Continuing Education

Katie DiPalermo
Junior
Child Development

Kim Handa

sense things.

Child Developjmuneiontr

Compiled by Anthony Perez 8r Photos by Brian Princ v
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Crowded hospitals no place for flu sufferers
season we’ve seen
This
the worst case of
influenza in over 10
years. This caused large
numbers of victims to
descend on hospitals for treatment, yet we all know, or should
know, there is no cure for the
flu. You just have to rest.
Emergency rooms have been
overloaded with flu patients,
leaving no beds for real emergencies. This creates a chain of
events. First of all, patients who
are really in need of a bed can’t
get one. As a result, a patient
may get transferred from one
hospital to the next. Being
hauled around between hospitals can worsen the victim’s
already bad condition through
exposure to the elements, causing further injury, illness or
even death.
The next problem is poor
care at packed hospitals. There
may be too many people to care
for, so the nurses get overloaded
with work. Overburdened nurses hurry to feed one patient,
and if the patient isn’t eating
fast enough the nurses may get

[

EDITORIAL
impatient and leave to feed the
next person. If a patient can’t
swallow normally, a nurse may
get frustrated and stop feeding
the patient after a few mouthfuls. There have been cases
where patients have become
malnourished and dehydrated,
and died as a result.
This creates a real problem
for the elderly, who may not
have the ability to get what
they need for themselves
depending on the severity of
their injury or illness. The
elderly, unlike the young, have
less stamina, strength and healing ability. They may not be able
to stand up for themselves by
telling the doctors and nurses
they need to be helped, fed or
washed.
What happens to those who
don’t have medical insurance?
Private hospitals are required
by law to treat patients in the
emergency room, but they don’t
have to admit them. Uninsured

people are often sent to the
county or public hos-1 closest
pital with an available bed.
When hospitals are in the
red, it creates a need for the
discharge
institution
to
patients who may not be ready
to leave. Hospitals send the sick
to rehabilitation care centers,
which aren’t the same as hospitals, and bring in the new
patients who might not be as
critically ill as the ones they
sent away.
Rehabilitation care centers
aren’t for critically ill patients.
They are for those who are
ready to take the last step to
becoming well. These centers
help the patients get back on
their feet. They aren’t for those
who need serious medical care
or emergency operations. If hospitals send their patients to
rehabilitation centers when
they aren’t ready, it can make
the patients worse or possibly
result in death.
Editorials are the consensus
of the Spartan Daily editorial
board.
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Asian American Christian Fellowship
Attend the first meeting of the semester at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s Almaden ROOM.
For more information, call David at (408) 2657442

A. S. Election Board
Learn how to run for student government at
the candidate information session from 4:30 5:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s Costanoan
Room. For more information, call Alicia Restivo
at (408) 924-5955.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass is held from 12:05 - 12:35 p.m. at
John 30CIII Center (across from SJSU theatre) on
San Fernando Street. For more information, call
Ginny at (408) 938-1610.

Hispanic Business Association
Attend the general meeting from 5 - 6:30 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Council Chambers. For
more information, call Maribel at (408) 949-7031.

Delta Sigma Pi
Meet the chapter at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more information,
call David Boeker at (408) 995-5596.

Le Cercle Francais
Attend the French Club’s first meeting of the
semester at Jazzland near MacQuarrie Hall. For
more information, call Kim Narbeth at (408) 9241660.

Episcopal Canterbury Community
Enjoy a free dinner and an open and lively discussion from 5:30 - 7 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Pacheco Room. Everyone’s welcome. For more
information, call Anna at (408) 293-2401.

SJSU Police Cadet Program
Check out the open house recruitment drive
from 6 - 8 p.m. in the Student Union’s Costanoan
Room. For more information, call (408) 924-2238.

M.E.ChA.
The the first official meeting of the semester
starts at 2:30 p.m. in the Chicano Resource
Center.
Re-Entry Advisory Program
Joiri the brown bag lunch/ welcome back party
from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Pacheco Room. For more information, call Jane
Byrd at (408) 924-5950.
Sikh Students Association
Come to the general meeting from 12:30 1:30p.m. in the Student Union’s Costanoan
Room. For more information, call Lakhvir Bhella
at (408) 219-3471.
SJSU Mariachi Workshop
Registration begins at 630 p.m. in the Music
Building lobby, followed by classes from 7 - 9:30
p.m. Learn to play and sing traditional mariachi
music and earn one unit credit. For more information, call (408) 924-4675 or 924-4701.

SJSU Student Health Center
The Eating Disorder Support Grop meets
every Thursday from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m. in the
Health Building Room 208. For more information, call Nancy Black at (408) 924-6118.
Friday
A. S. Campus Recreation
The intramural basketball and outdoor soccer
registration deadline is 4 p.m. in the A. S. business office. For more information, call Jeff
Stinson at (408) 924-6266.

Spice Girls nowhe re near hot enough
ell me what you want, what you really,
really want..." the Spice
Girls screech from atop
10 heaving breasts pointed directly at me.
Who are these people, I muse,
who are enthralled by these
women?
I have tried to remain in my
cocoon of ignorance, pretending
that such people do not exist. But
I must come to terms and
acknowledge they are out there...
and they bought enough albums
for the Spice Girls to pick up
kudos Monday night at the
American Music Awards. What a
testimonial to the album-buying
public’s bad taste.
Best Pop/Rock Album.
Favorite New Artist.
Best Group.
Honored during the same show
as Frank Sinatra.
My god.
Hello, McFly. The Spice Girls are not musicians... they’re not even vocalists. There’s five of
them in the group and all they do is sing. Yet
when they went on tour they had back-up
singers. Think about that for a minute.
Indulge me briefly and restore my faith in the
human race.
Tell me it takes more to meet the royal family
than being a group of half-dressed, semi -cute,
overly giggly women spouting the tired theme
"girl power."
Tell me it takes more to make front page headlines than to refuse to bow to Queen Elizabeth
because their pressed -against, wedged -in,
pushed-up titties might burst out of their cut down-to-the-bellybutton gowns.
Tell me it takes more to get a motion picture
deal than the inquiry "Is my dress too short?"
This answered by a chorused "No," as the ques-

tion asker predictably grabs ahold of the hem
and yanks it up to her crack.
Watching the preview of the
movie "Spice World" was two minutes of sheer pain for me.
The movie opened last Friday
and was the second biggest box
office draw over the weekend.
I honestly cannot fathom sitting
through two hours of scenes that
all should have ended up on the
cutting room floor.
Their "names" alone are enough
to make me scream: Sporty Spice,
Scary Spice, Posh Spice, Ginger
Spice and Baby Spice.
It’s like the Smurf phenomenon
from my youth - you remember,
Brainy Smurf, Hefty Smurf, Papa
Smurf. You get the idea.
The fact that I know their
names at all is a sad statement to
the overkill of the media that has
provided me no sanctuary from the Spice Girls.
Because I have tried to pretend they do not exist.
Oh, have I tried.
Nothing makes me scramble for my remote
control quicker than a flash of a bespectacled
Ginger Spice having a "serious" conversation
with Kurt Loder on MTV.
C’mon, honey, do what you do best.., shut your
mouth and show your boobies.
I mean, seriously, their individual bra sizes are
larger than their collective IQs.
Unfortunately, the Spice Girls were misnamed; they’re the Spice Racks. They’re walking,
babbling testimonials to the WonderBra.
So let me tell you what I want, what I really,
really want...
For the Spice Girls to shut the hell up.
Terri K. Milner is the co-executive editor of the
Spartan Daily. Her column appears every
Wednesday.
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Chinese Christian Fellowship
Join us for Welcome Day from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Almaden room. For more
information, call Esther Mar at (408) 298-4693.
Chinese Mandarin Bible Fellowship
Enjoy the welcome party at 1:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room. For more
information, call Linda at (408) 298-3249.
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TODD MILLS
1LDEN ROAD

WST
Registration
Deadline
Jan. 30, 1998

Don’t Wait!
Test Date
Feb. 21, 1998

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

HIR/NQ
Jamba Juice RedHawk Cafe
Dining Commons Student Union
Pub University Room

All Positions Available
Great Discounts
Flexibile Hours
Easy Commute - on campus
No Experience Necessary
- we will train
Please Apply at:
Spartan Shops Dining
Services
Administration Office
Old Cafeteria (Building 37)
Job Hotline: 924 1876
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ARMY ROTC

SCHOLARSHIP

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
It you’re a freshman or sophomore with good grades,
apply now for a three-year or two-year scholarship
from Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most books
and fees, plus $150 per school month. They also
pay off with leadership experience and officer
credentials impressive to future employers.
Find out more! Contact Captain Rhonda Lovko.
Military Science, (408) 554-4781.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAN TAKE

Leonard makes big screen leap
By Leah Bower
Stall Writcrp

/ell Niest, Spartan noilv

Author Elmore Leonard met many of his fans Tuesday during a book signing in the Spartan Bookstore.
Leonard kicks off the Spring Major Authors Series sponsored by the College of Humanities and the Arts.

Elmore Leonard, author of "Jackie Brown," originally released as "Rum Punch," and "Get Shorty,"
read from his latest novel and kept the audience
laughing during an appearance Monday night at
San Jose State University.
"He’s really funny. I didn’t expect him to be so
funny because his books are so serious," said SJSU
alumnus Charles Ferrara.
Leonard frequently cracked jokes when asked
questions concerning his lengthy career and how
it had progressed.
"I started with a 29 cent Scripto," said Leonard.
"Now! use a $150 Monte Blanc."
The author of 34 novels, Leonard began his
career writing westerns for magazines in the early
1950s before moving to crime novels in the late
1960s.
"I picked westerns as a genre to learn to write
because there was such a demand in the ’50s," said
Leonard. "Television westerns killed the demand
for novels and magazines, so! switched to crime."
Leonard described his own writing as concentrating more on dialogue and characters than on
the plot, a characteristic noted by his fans.
"I think he’s a great writer. He writes the best
dialogue I’ve ever read," SJSU senior Sam
Youhanna said.
Characters in his novels just develop according
to Leonard, often in unexpected directions. When
he felt a character had nothing more to say, the
character often ended up dead.
Leonard said his style of writing adapted easily

to film because of his concentration on dialogue,
although the lack of a strong plot had caused some
problems.
Thirty-two of Leonard’s novels and short stories
have been adapted for film and television. "Jackie
Brown" was released late last year, and was directed by Quentin Tarantino. John Travolta, Danny
DeVito and Gene Hackman starred in the 1995
movie "Get Shorty." The film "Out of Sight," with
George Clooney and Jennifer Lopez, is due to be
released in July.
Many of the films didn’t mirror his books said
Leonard, after mentioning that Tarantino had
been afraid to call him for a year after changing
the title of "Rum Punch" to "Jackie Brown" and
altering the lead female part’s race.
"I’m not too concerned with how closely it follows the book," Leonard said. "I just hope a good
movie can be made."
Leonard also appeared at the Spartan
Bookstore to sign copies of his novels, including 24
books lugged in by one fan.
"He has a real knack for doing realistic characters. When I read his books! feel like I’m reading
about real people," said Michael Tallau of San
Jose, who left with all 24 books bearing Leonard’s
signature.
Leonard suggested that new writers pattern
their writing after an author they identify with in
order to learn a writing style. After several years,
said Leonard, their own style will emerge.
"I also have some rules. My first rule is, if it
sounds like writing, re-write it. Another rule is try
to leave out the parts people skip. Oh, and never
start with the weather," said Leonard. "With those
rules you can go all the way."

’Jackie Brown’ no Tarantino masterpiece
By Aaron Villliams

REVIEW

111itor

"Jackie Brown," the new film from Quentin Tarantino, falls short
of keeping with the director’s brilliant first two movies.
However, after the underground smash "Reservoir Dogs" and the
phenominally successful "Pulp Fiction," anything short of a masterpiece would be disappointing.
"Jackie Brown," adapted from Elmore Leonard’s book "Rum
Punch:* is the story of how a gun runner, a stewardess. a elope smoking beach bunny. a bail bondsman, an ex -con and a fed end agent
scheme, with and against each other, to get their hands on $500,000.
Pam Grier, in the title role. and Ordell Robbie Sam ml L. Jackson)
are partners in a money laundering sche .me. that hits a snag after
someone rats them out tee ATF agent Michael Keaton.
This is where. in true Tarantino fashion, the tangle. and intrigue
begin Orden geees tee bail bondsman Max Cherry Robert Forster) to
spring Jackie. Nlax and Jackie hit it off but she has the feeds telling
her to cooperate or fiice major jail time. Orden wants the. rest of his
money. $500,000. from Mexico, but Jackie is the only one. who has the
means tee recover it.
The. ter’s, who want to nail Orden her his gun -running I.scapdes,
tell Jackie tie play ball in exchange for immunity. Max and Jackie
team up against the. fiats. Ordell, stoned beach bunny Bridget Fonda
and ex -con Ri/bVri DeNiro.
What follows is a trail of deception, back-stabbing and doublecrosses. However, something keeps "Jackie Brown" from joining
"K,-,rvoir Dogs" and "Pulp Fiction" as true classics of American filmcc tic1 IV

For the first t imp, Tarantino departs from his out-of-sequence storytelling style. and delivers "Jackie Brawn" in a start-to-finish manner.
This makes the film easier tie fiellow but detracts from the already
tense nature of the film. In "Pulp" and "Dogs" the viewer had to not
only fiellow the action on the. screen, but piece the storyline together
as it was revealed. he "Pulp" you never knew until the end of the flick
how .John Travolta, Bruce Willis, Jackson and Ving Rhames all fit
together. In "Dogs" you didn’t know if the rat in the movie was
Michael Madsen, Steve Buschemi or Michael Penn until all the. cards
had been revealed at the end of the movie.
Another trademark of Tarantino, the all-star cast, fails tee hit the
homerun - instead falling short on the warning track. The chemistry between DeNiro and Jackson nowhere approached the smarmy,
sharp-witted fun Jackson and Travolta had in "Pulp." DeNiro looked
either bored or like the) bong he and Fonda shared throughout the
film was really loaded.
Grier of "Foxy Brown" fame) failed to develop any of the relationships. especially the one to Max, on screen. You could feel the romantic tire. being lit on screen, but their personalities didn’t mesh and
ext inguished the flames as quickly as they started.
The dialogue in "Brown" is clever at times but never approaches
the wit and appeal of his previous two films.
Jackson seems to be Tarantino’s sound bite man as his character
gets most of the great lines - "My ass might be dumb, but I’m not a
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dumb ass"
in "Brown."
Jackson is perfectly suited for Teirantineis style of dialogue, but
"Brown" doesn’t come up with the classic lines "Royale with
cheese," "Check out the big brains on Brad" and "You’re calling the
Wolf? Shit, Negro, that’s all you had to say" that made "Pulp" and
Jackson a hot commodity.
"Brown" even fails to live up to the classic line from "Dogs" where
Buschemi asks why he has to be Mr. Pink.
The one good thing about "Brown" is that Tarantino does not make
an "acting" cameo, although his voice is heard on an answering
machine. He is a great director, but a really bad actor, as is evident
by the "Pulp" scene where he rants about gourmet coffee and steering
dead bodies.
If someone other than Tarantino had directed "Jackie Brown" it
would be condsidered a great flick, but having to live up to the reputation of "Pulp" and "Dogs" is something that "Jackie Brown" just
can’t do.
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Clinton: Social Security solutions proposed

Continued from page 1
With support from the President’s Fund for
Campus Related Events and matching funds from
the National Conference of Christians and Jews,
the forum will be composed of various religious
grc ups on campus.
The Tathagata Meditation Center (Buddhism),
Jewish Student Union and the Muslim Student
Association are some of the clubs that will be present at the forum.
"It’s a good medium for people to get together
and learn about religions," Latter-Day Saints
Student Association member Jennifer Childs said.
"People want to know more, so I think it’s about
time for people to get together."
That’s all that Gill asks for.
"We learn together, and that’s important."
The forum will be held from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 9, in the Umunhum Room in the
Student Union.
The event is free and open to all students, faculty and members of the community. Affiliation with
a particular religion or tradition is not required for
participation.
For more information, contact Perreira at (408)
971-8991.

Continued from page 1
anced budget in 30 years, Clinton said the question is what should be done with the projected surpluses.
"I have a simple four-word answer: save Social
Security first," the president said. "Tonight I propose we reserve 100 percent of the surplus that’s every penny of any surplus - until we have
taken all the measures necessary to strengthen
the Social Security system for the 21st century."
That proposal sets up a confrontation between
the Republican-led Congress and the politically
weakened president. Gene Sperling, a senior economic adviser to Clinton, said the surpluses
should be "protected from being spent or tax cut
away" until a Social Security fix is in sight.
To promote a Social Security solution, the
administration will arrange three or four regional
conferences to discuss the problems. Clinton will
host a White House conference in December. He
said he would convene the leaders of Congress
next January to craft a bipartisan agreement.
The strategy would allow Clinton to spend the
year talking about saving Social Security while
delaying decisions until after the mid-term elections.

Clinton also challenged Congress to pass
national tobacco legislation, but its fate is uncertain. He urged raising the price of cigarettes by
$1.50 a pack to deter teen smoking, and said
tobacco companies should be slapped with penalties "if they continue marketing to kids."
The administration is counting on passage of a
tobacco deal for $65 billion over five years to pay
for social spending.
Clinton urged $21.7 billion for a childcare initiative, doubling to 2 million the number of kids
eligible for childcare subsidies. "Not a single family should have to choose between a job they need
and the child they love," he said.
He proposed $7.3 billion to hire 100,000 teachers, with a goal of reducing class sizes in grades
one to three. He also urged tax credits to pay interest on nearly $22 billion in bonds to build and renovate public schools.
Carrying the family-friendly theme a step further, Clinton underscored his proposal to let
Americans as young as 55 buy into the Medicare
system. "It won’t add a dime to the deficit," he
promised, "but the peace of mind it will provide
will be priceless."
With the economy booming and the government

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
INSTRUCTORS PT, Enthusiastic
to teach FUN science programs in
elementary schls. Requires reliable
car, experience w/kids. enthusiasm.
Exc. salary. Call: Mad Science of
the South Bay @ (408) 262.5437.
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HOP
needed for small, exclusive shop
& kennel. PT. afternoon’s Tues.Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Experience
working w/dogs pref, but will train.
Great opportunity for dog lover!
$6.50/hr. Fax resume w/cover
letter to: 408/377.0109 or call
408/371 9115.
INTERNATIONAL COPAPANY seeks
aggressive individuals to run new
Cl 44$4iNV8206.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS
SALARY + TIPS
APPLY IN PERSON
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 ALMADEN EXP. SAN JOSE

WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MON. - FRI.
Part-time 3pm to 7pm
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$6.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
1404 So, 7th St. San Jose
Comer of 7th & Alma.
Restaurant
Los Gatos
Willow Girth
& Camden Park
Work with the best coffee beans
and the best human beans. Our
South Bay stores are currently
interviewing for part-time retail
sales positions. Competitive pay,
medical, dental, domestic partner
coverage. 401(k). paid vacation &
sick tiro. dscounts, & promotional
opportunities. Apply at 1140
Lincoln Avenue SC in San Jose,
798-1 Blossom Hill Road in Los
Gatos or 2035 Camden Ave. in
Camden Park. We encourage
applications from people of all
ages, races & ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
COFFEE & TEA
e-mail: jobsepeets.com

PALO ALTO SCHOOL DISTRICT
Child Care Centers
Teacher & Aide Subs needed.
Teachers470/day (permit needed)
Aides-$10.20/hr. (am or pr hrs)
656329-3742 for an application.
BOOKKEEPER/ADMIN ASST. to 650-856.0876 for information.
President. Flex PT schedule.
SECURITY
Quickbooks. Excel expenence req.
Full and Part Time Positions
Child Care available. KidsPark
Graves. Swings and Weekends
corporate office near Valley Fair.
Low key job sites
Call 260-7929 or FAX resume to
Will train
260-7366.
Abcom Private Secunty
408-247-4827
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a INTERACT ACCESSORIES, INC.,
plus. Other duties include light world’s Largest manufactuer/markerer
office work, shipping & receiving. of ganing accessories and controllers
Team player mentality a must. for the PC, N64, PlayStation etc. is
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to: opening Product Development facility
in SJ area. Positions avail: Product
408/370.5743.
Evangelism. Product/QA Testers &
MT YIBV PERFORPANG ARTS CTR. Marketing Support. Prerequisites:
hiring exp. Sr. Ticket Svc. Reps/ must be superb communicator with
Sr. Stagehands 20 hrs/wk. excl. intimate knowledge of gaming
benefits. Call 650/903.6310 for industry AND ardent game player.
info/req’d application. Filing Sr. marketing positions also avail in
Baltimore. MD headquarters. Send
deadline Feb 20. 1998.
resumes to l,A
Attn: Hr, 9611
TEACHERS FOR PT after school Pulaski Park Dr.. Ballo, MD 21220.
Science Club (K -6th grade). Fax: (410) 238 1434; Email:
Science and Education Majors are iherskowitz@garneshark.com
encouraged to apply. $15.00/hr.
2-8 hours per week. Please call DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
1-8062139796.
extended daycare. PIT in the
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI look. afternoon. No ECE units are
ing for daycare staff person. required. Previous experience with
Hours 2:30pm.6:30pm. Working children preferred. Please contact
with elementary aged children. Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
408/723.5140.
CENTER FOR AUTISM. Therapist
positions available for individuals
with B.A. or M.A. in psychology or
education related fields to work
with young autisitc children.
Rewarding Opportunity!
Phn: (408)2801112
Fax: (408)2801113
$1,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, PIT. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details,
send one stamp to: N-28,
12021 Wilshire Bl.. Suite 552.
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips
Students needed in the immediate
area. Fulttime/part time openings.
Call today 1 650 968 9933.
International Bartenders School.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
money Ask for Mike. 261 1323.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21 29. healthy,
responsible, all nationalities
Give the gift of life’
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid
Bonus for Chnese & Japanese donors
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9998
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/monthr
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 1940 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1650 324 1900. M F. 8-4:30

PHONE:
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9prn. Downtown
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.

BABYSITTER WANTED for 9 & 6
year olds, after school. 20 hrs/
week, max. Must be reliable,
mature, with own transportation.
Psych or Ed major preferred.
$9/hr. 739-7764.
TUMBUNG/MVMT. ED TEACHERS
Need a job with a positive working
environment? Join the YMCA! PIT,
afternoons. Teaching 3-8 year olds.
Contact Debi 226-9622 x 26 Ea.
STUDENT Vow PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic girl. $12+/hour, more
for experience. Paid training. Parttime afternoons & weekends.
Please call 408/9468211.
CULINARY
Work with commercial equipment
at Keystone Restaurant Supply,
preparing food from recipes to
generate interest in equipment
and to test recipes/variations for
future use. Operate test kitchen
on Wednesdays. others demos,
etc. as needed. $8/hour. Fax to
408/279-3742.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Halm Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T 8, Pit’ Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
"IMMEDIATE OPENINGS""
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Cal 408/942-881343
or fax to 408/9428280
Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
dropin childcare centers for 2 12
year olds.
Rex PT/FT positions
Days. Eve. Weekends
MM 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 2667929.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
PIT- Elementary Schools.
Degree or Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for Teachorg Experience.
Need Car.
Voce Mail: (408)287 417084.408
EOE/AAE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR NATIONAI.

INSURANCE

SERVICES

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

TAXPREPARATION487-3203.
R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
Schedule your appointment.
Day Evening Weekend
ComputerizedLicensed.Boncied

INSTRUCTION

AGENCY RATES CALI.

408-924-3277

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
*Cancelled or Rejected
Dui *Suspended License
Accidents *Tickets
"Immediate SR Filings
Good Dryer Discount
Non/Owner Operator
Ilarn - Burn, Monday- Saturday
’Free Phone Quotes
’Call Us Now...
.(408) 241-5400
ALL.COVERAGE INSURANCE
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Narks
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 addikonal words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines $90
15-191ines. $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
815
$16

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jcee State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a el two weekdays before publicabon
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publicafions dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events
Announcements’
Lost and Found"
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
Spurts/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment‘
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-hlall
MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spiritual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightenment Support soup
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
at The Book Cafe Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
140819788034
GnosOcAl faro & nterdencmnabonai
Others sac. its always new and vital."
it supports me in my life..."
1 get in contact with the real me."
expenence wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The price you pay for a movie.

Daily
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18

Made cloth
Fragrant shrub
Enthralled
Matinee Novelist Jong
Actress Flames
Brief letter
Consumer
advocate

19
20
22
24
25

CRauslptahrd-dessert
Mischievous one
Scorching
Inspect
Before, in
poems
Well-known
Outdoor game
Stolen goods
Floorarngapreeces
D

26
30
34
35
37

38 Promise
39 Morse -code
signal
e
4401
WriterCapt
43 Caesarsineserl
tongue
45 Alleviate
46 Mauritania’s
ur t a s
neighbora
48 hi- oikresessome
50 Adam s spare
part?
51
folly to be
52

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$7
$5
$9
4 lines
$6
$8
$10
5 lines
$7
$11
$9
6 lines
$9
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line.

FAX: 924-3282

924-3277

’90 FORD T-P’"D. Very Clean.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
Light Silverf3t, Gond Condirm 30 Years Teaching Experience
Runs Great. Auto trans, AM/FM
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Cass. Power extras. 113k mi.
All service records. $4800 o.b.o.
Professors of Piano
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK (interested, call 227-1145.
National Teachers Guild Assn.
at remodeled Chevron stations.
National Suzuki Assn.
F/T.
P/T,
flexible
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
locations,
2
hours. Call 295-3964. Ask for
TUTORING
Starling $20/hr.
Call 408-241-6662
Ophelia.
ENGUSH TUTOR
in Santa Clara for your
NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND A JOB Speaking. Wnting & Editing
FIRST FREE LESSON-INTERVIEW.
for the New Year, Teleservices Expenenced with the needs
Bureau needs outgoing personali- of Foreign Students.
ties with great voices for nation- Credentialed Teacher & MA.
KAN&MMTY
wide projects. Rex hours. Music. Call Jessica (408) 978-8034.
Performing Arts, and Sales/MarELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
keting majors are encouraged to
apply. Call Maria ASAP, 360-1370 WORD PROCESSING
Specialist. Confidential.
to see if you qualify.
Your own probe or disposable.
’AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED’
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
247-7488.
Papers, Nursing. Group Projects.
SHARED HOUSING
Resumes. Al Formats. Specializing
MEN & WOMEN
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
ROOM WANTED. Chinese couple,
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
grad students, looking for room to Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ws Exp. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
WP 5.1/HPLarser. PAM’S
or using chemicals. Let us permarent with American family. We’re
quiet, clean nonsmokers. Prefer PROFESSIONAL WORD PRCCESSING. nently remove your unwarted hair.
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
Back Chest Lip . Bikini Chin to be near public trans. Will pay
up to $500. and/or some work in
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
exchange. Please call 9235357. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. receive 15% discount. First appt.
Science & English papers/theses 1/2 pnoe if made before 5/30/98.
S’VALE ROOM FOR RENT, large our specialty. Laser printing. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
bath. $tat. util pad. Phone hooku) APA. Turabian and other formats. Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
Singe, quiet. clean. 749-9950.
Resumes, editing, graphics
(408) 379-3500.
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
OPPORTUNITIES
RENTAL HOUSING
Call Paul or Virginia 408-2510449,
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
KILLER PHONE CARD RATES:
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean,
Call anywhere USA for 11.94/
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Secunty type bldg. Laundry, cable.
minute. Call anywhere Mexico for
Term papers. thesis, resumes.
ample parking. Walk or tide bike to
294/minute. Very reliable service.
school. Responsive management.
group projects,etc. I have a
$5. $10 & $20 cards available.
Two very good distributors want.
typewriter to complete your
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995$1045/mo. applications for med/law scrod. etc. ed. Easy to sell at these prices.
Will transcribe your taped
Call 2889157.
Special tnal offer of 20% off retail
interviews or research notes
on any size first order. For
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
additional information leave
2 BORK APARTMENT- $950/MO.
message at 415960-3053.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57 00 per year
576 South Fifth Street
Certain advertisements in
(408) 295-6893.
Save 30%. 60%
these columns may refer the
on your dental needs.
reader to specific telephone
For info call 1 800 6553225.
numbers or addr
for
COMPUTER ETC
additional information
Classified readers should be
SPORTS/THRILLS
FOR SALE
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
TI-85 GRAPHING CALCULATOR
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
should require complete
There is nothing compared to
w/manual & data cable $85 obo.
information before sending
the exhilaration expenenced by
Call Sunil @ 4082236585
money for goods or services
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
In addition, readers should
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft
carefully Investigate all fimis
SJSU student owned & operated.
FOR SALE
offering employment listings
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
orcoupons for discount
ROM TV, STEREO, Lawn Mow.
1-510-834-7575.
vacations or merchandise.
Mirror, Lamp, More. Excellent
Condition. Low prices. 374 7564.

DAILYCLASSIFIED-LOCALRATES

collecting more tax revenues, Clinton boasted that
he would submit a balanced budget for 1999, three
years earlier than required in his deal with
Congress. "And if we hold fast to fiscal discipline,
we may balance the budget this year, four years
ahead of schedule," the president said.
He urged passage of consumer health care protections, guaranteeing the right to appeal when
services are denied. He renewed his call for
expanded authority to negotiate foreign trade
deals; Democrats balked at the request last year.
Clinton urged $6 billion in tax cuts and
research and development to encourage cleaner
factories, fuel efficient cars and energy efficient
homes.
With Asia undergoing a financial crisis, Clinton
requested $18 billion to replenish the
International Monetary Fund. He also asked for
more than $1 billion to pay the U.S. debt to the
United Nations. Failure to pay U.N. bills undermines U.S. leadership during the standoff with
Iraq, he said.
Clinton also asked Congress to support his decision to keep American troops in Bosnia for an
unspecified length beyond their scheduled June
withdrawal.
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63
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Bossurist s
concern
Border on
Beer
Temporary gift
Abominable
Snowman
Crumble away
Science
magazine
Org

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM MOM MONO
MUM DOURO ODOM
MOO OMOMU MOM
OODOODUMQ EMMA
OMEI
NOM
ONOGINOO OMOOMIMM
MOMOO OMB @MU
ODO
DOOM
UOM
MOO MOM NUMMI
DOOMMMO ORIMOORO
MMO
BOU
MOO= MMOMOUOMM
MOON OMUMO Offl120
OMB MOMMO MONO
00010 MONO OOMO
68 Goes out with
69 Call for

DOWN

1 - it improvise
2 Scent
3 Act like a
citizen?
4 Zinc rrr xenon
5 Indulgent
6 Persia. today
7 Cover
8 High cards
9 Livelihoods
10 Vivify
Want for
Christmas’
12 Scheme
13 Sharp taste
21 Soap
ingredient
23 Onassis
nickname
26 Lisa Marie c
dad
Ni Oh Woo
ii, irn.n

28 Des Moines
resident
29 - basin or
pool
30 Rank
31 Trite
32 Rub out
33 Surround
closely
36 Set fire to
42 Nail ingredient
43 Tagged
44 Temperaments
45 Greek letter
47 Musician slob
49 Hollow place
52 Yucatan native
53 I odds and
Burrows
54 Crazy
55 - avis
56 Grant
57
Rack Little
Sheba"
Freeway strip
59 Oklahoma city
62 Fetched

MEM MEM EMMA
NM MEM OM
NM MEM MOM
=MOM= =NEM
HEM
MEM
EMMEMME MUM=
MUM MOM= MINIM
MEM
MI
MOM
=Ed EMMINI =MI
MEM= WIMMINIMM
MEM
MEM
MMOMMEM MEOW
UM Mild= MN=
MIMI MUM MIMI
ME= MIN= MOM
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SJSU’s Brian Forman slides home safe, scoring one of his two runs in the season opener against
Sari Francisco State Urilyen-tty. Six pitchers combined to throw an eight -hitter as the Spartans beat the
Gat).rs 5-1. SJSU plays at t ’nein Sunday against Pacific at 1 p.m..
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causes great concern by those
ALAMEDA (AP) While
introducing his new coach, who are sued."
Holden said Tuesday he got a
Raiders owner Al Davis stole
the spotlight Tuesday by lend- letter from Edward Reines, the
ing credence to a Los Angeles Oakland city attorney, who
councilman’s claim the team threatened to sue him if he
may want to leave Oakland interferes with the Raiders’
contract to play in the Bay
again.
Davis praised Jon Gruden Area.
Holden said "they have gone
for "his passion, his resiliency"
and said he hopes the coach on record blaming me because
who ran the Philadelphia they have failed to provide
Eagles offense the past three needed support to make the
years can give a fresh start to a Raiders a successful team."
Gruden said he has hired
Raiders team that has missed
the playoffs the last four sea- Bill Callahan, who worked with
him this season as an offensive
sons.
Davis then caused a bigger line coach for the Eagles, to be
stir by praising Los Angeles the Raiders’ offensive coordinacouncilman Nate Holden, who tor.
Gruden also said Keith
held a news conference last
week to say the Raiders’ return Rowen, the offensive line coach
to Los Angeles was "imminent." for the Raiders last year, will
The Raiders played in Los stay in that position and that
Angeles from 1982-94, then wide receivers coach Fred
returned to their original home Biletnikoff will be back with the
in Oakland. But the team and Raiders.
Gruden had seven interOakland officials are feuding
over 8130 million in Oakland views with the Raiders in the
Coliseum renovations done to past three years. He auditioned
for the offensive coordinator’s
lure the Raiders back.
The city, fearing the Raiders job in 1996, and was considered
would try to get out of their for the head coaching job in
at
the 1997 before the post went to Joe
lease
long-term
who was fired earlier
Bugel
Coliseum, sued them last year.
predicted
the this month after going 4-12.
Holden
Gruden and Davis downRaiders will win a separate
lawsuit against the NFL giving played the difference in their
them territorial rights to the offensive philosophies. Gruden
Los Angeles market, and that has spent his entire pro coachwould lead the team to head ing career working with West
short
passing
Coast-style
south again.
Raiders officials last week games, while Davis believes in
rejected Holden’s claims and the bomb.
"We want to run the football,
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello
dismissed the comments as we’re going to be physical. We’re
going to throw the ball vertical"ridiculous."
But Davis, in his first public ly and we’re going to throw the
comments since Holden’s news ball horizontally," Gruden said.
conti.rence, said the councilman "We’re gluing to run the Oakland
was "very, very smart" and had Raiders’ offense.
dom. a good job of reading
"I will call the plays here and
between the lines.
I will he responsible for every
"His credibility cannot be play that’s called." Gruden said.
questioned because he’s a "That’s what I was looking for
bright guy," Davis said. "When and that’s what he (Davis) was
you’re sued by your (rwn city, if looking for-

Lasers fall to Rage 72-67

RHE
San Francisco State

Gruden new coach,
Davis steals the show

5
1

I’I1lLAI)ElPlII A (AP
Dawn Staley’s 3-pointer with 30
seconds remaining was her only
shot of the game but gave the
Philadelphia Rage the edge it
needed to defeat San Jose Lasers
72-67 Tuesday night.
The win ended an eight-game
losing streak for Philadelphia.
Adrienne Goodson and Taj
McWilliams led Philadelphia
(12-231 with 16 points apiece.
McWilliams also grabbed 16
rebounds.

For San Jose (18-19), Clarisse
Machanguana scored 22 points,
Jennifer Azzi 12 and Sheri Sam
10.
Staley played 38 minutes but
was held to only three points on
1 -for-5 shooting.
Philadelphia led 44-34 at the
half and was ahead by eight, 5852, entering the fourth quarter.
The Lasers pulled to 67-65,
before Staley’s shot stretched
the lead to 70-65 in the final
minute.

Van Exel, Jones join Shag and Kobe as All -Stars
f le

NEW Yr
.411,./. 1148:3.
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ii t’’ilui

iii 1111.
with Lip,
rakers ;,,,mirils Nick
And
Filfsrl:iy. joining
;1:star ter, Shaqiiille t I Neal and
1’0%00
if my 11111111 1.!f111!, 1/1k
like an .\II
!--;fi.r. and ma% he th Tig.-t select
od to lin. ;MI SI;ir ti,;1111,-

said.
Th, Imist h.:um
id.p.rs in the

game . .0 as
iNith
J 1111111
ErVillg. ’Moses NIalone, NI:111 elet
(111.1,k,,, and Andrew Tinny
the 1:11,1ern r’iniference team 15
soars ago.
()their reserves ;idded to the
West roster were San Antonio
forward Tilll 1)1111rIn, the nnly
lilt ikil’ un either squad, and his
teammate,
center
David

NT

Robinson; forward Vin Baker I&
Seattle; and guards Mitch
Richmond of Sacramento and
Jason Kidd of Phoenix.
Selected as East reserves
were guard Reggie Miller and
center Rik Smits of Indiana,
center-forward Jayson Williams
01 New Jersey, forwards Glen
Hi, of I:harlotte and An
Walloir of Boston and guards
Tini Hardaway of Miami and
Steve Smith of Atlanta.
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The Power of Knowledge
ter success
II
10

$2

BIGGEST
$99
Ii

unit 1,"tMl.i1
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g,iiui fit
469
I mon, l’Immor $59
www.DFS-Netshop.com
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OVUM DONORS
NEEDED

Women Ages 21-29,
I lealthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
(ive the (Aft of Life!
s3,o0o. stipend and Expense,:
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
.1 apanese Donors.

Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996
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Run for
Associated Students
Government!
Sert.pharthning yiXtr ?this wIth threetwo eaSY MtPs1
STEP #1
Attend the
Information Smion,
January 19th 438 reSflom
In the f ost ano an Room
Student Wont

STEP #Z
Attend the
andidate Orientallon.
thorsday, February 5, 1998
in the ioi,nuiI Chambers
4

Spin

OF the Student Onion
111114 is the f iliny Deadline (Wel

Applications Available beginning
Monday January 12, 1998 in the Associated
Students Government Office in the
upper level of the Student Union.
Call (408)924-5955 for more information.

SALE OF
THE YEAR
SAVE UP TO

$200
ON

COLLEGE

RINGS

/1RT(ARVED
COLLEGE WWF u

FlY

Spartan Bookstore
Jan. 26-30
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

16

